Workshops designed to help children discover life in
the past, through artefacts, role play and costume.
Educational, fun workshops delivered in your classroom.

BRINGING HISTORY TO LIFE!
KEY STAGE ONE
TOYS & GAMES FROM THE PAST

SEASIDE HOLIDAYS IN THE PAST

FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE

MYSTERY BOX

Looking at wooden toys and exploring how
clockwork toys work.
Imagine what it was like to be a nurse at
the Scutari hospital during the Crimean
War.

Follow the story of Victorian lady Lillie on
holiday in Blackpool.

VICTORIAN SCHOOL DAYS

Experience what it would be like at school
through role play. Use slate boards and
explore Victorian punishments.

Become a time detective and
investigate artefacts from Victorian times
to learn about houses in the past.

FIRE OF LONDON

TUDORS - ENTERTAINMENT*

VICTORIAN CHILDREN AT WORK*

TUDORS - RICH AND POOR*

WW2 - THE HOME FRONT**

Find out why the fire spread so quickly and
learn how people attempted to stop it.

KEY STAGE TWO
STONE AGE

Investigate artefacts to discover what life
was like for Stone Age man. With the help
of clues, find out what the earliest living
people ate and what they wore.

ANCIENT EGYPTIANS

Investigate artefacts to learn about life in
Ancient Egyptian times. Help to mummify
someone and look at costumes.

ANCIENT GREEKS**

Investigate armour and compare Athenian
and Spartan life through handling artefacts.
Play an ancient Greek game.

ROMANS

Investigate armour, learn about battle
tactics and everyday life by handling
artefacts. Play a popular Roman game.

ANGLO- SAXONS

Explore the Saxon world by exploring
costume. Handle artefacts 			
and have a go at writing
a Saxon riddle.

Take part in Tudor dancing. Play some
Tudor games.
Look at costume and learn about the
differences between rich and poor. Have a
go at writing with a quill pen.

VICTORIAN SCHOOLROOM*

Experience Victorian school times through
role play. Use dip pens and slate boards.
Learn about Victorian punishments.

VICTORIAN HOME LIFE*

Learn about the life of a poor family
through photographs and artefacts. Try and
make Victorian toilet paper!

VICTORIAN CHRISTMAS*

Learn how Victorians celebrated Christmas
and see how modern yuletide traditions are
influenced by this period. Make a Christmas
gift and play a Victorian festive game.

Discover life for Victorian child working in a
cotton mill or coal mine.
Experience life as a child during Wartime
Britain, through role play.

MAYA CIVILIZATION

Investigate artefacts and look at clothing to
discover what Mayan civilization was like.
Also test yourself with the Mayan food quiz!

We can also provide LOCAL HISTORY &
HISTORY DETECTIVES workshops at KS2
level. If these are of interest to you, please
get in touch for more information.
For further information on any KS1/KS2
workshops or for keen, affordable prices
guaranteed to comply with your budget
restraints please contact:

Delyth Bannister on
01942 791563 or 07793 892113
email: delsbannister@gmail.com

VIKINGS

Investigate artefacts 			
and costume to learn
about life in Viking times. 			
Play a Viking game.

www.delveintohistory.co.uk

* Tudor and Victorian
workshops can be 		
combined for a full day
experience.
** Offered as a full or half
day experience.

